
Negotiations 
May 12, 2020 

 
Those present for the FEA were Monique Lenz, Karisa Phelps and Stacey Steele.  Byron Stutzman, Hali 
Mackert and Jamie Hymas sit for the District.  There were also several members in the audience. 
 
The FEA presented a pay scale and stated that they understand there is a 5% decrease next year in 
funding and they definitely took that into consideration.  They proposed the exact same salary schedule 
as we had in 2019-2020 with only RP1, RP2, and R3 changing due to the minimum amount set by law. 
They would all be $40,000.  
 
They feel that the District picking up the increase in insurance is important so they understand salaries 
being frozen.  They also acknowledged that there will be no leadership premiums paid out next year. 
 
The FEA did have one other request and that was that if the fund balance exceeds 8% at the end of next 
fiscal year, then the excess money would be divided among the teachers.  They also acknowledged that 
it is very unlikely that it would happen. 
 
To summarize briefly, no one gets a raise and the insurance increase is funded by District. 
 
Byron the presented the exact same salary schedule.  It will be the same as last year, except the first 3 
cohorts will be $40,000.  He stated that his biggest worry is that if revenues do not start to increase, the 
Governor may come out and make more cuts.  He is truly afraid of that.  
 
Byron stated that this is what he is willing to do.  If the FEA will give him the 2 additional days to their 
contracts for professional development, he will offset those days by giving 2 more personal days to 
certified staff.  That would be a total of 4 personal days per year and they can accumulate up to 5 as 
before.  The FEA wanted to clarify if they would be “contract” or “student contact” days.  Jamie noted 
that they are “contract” days because we already have the maximum hours set for in service days that 
the law allows.  It was verified later in the meeting that these would be floating days next fall.  Byron 
hopes that he can set two days in August where help would be available for training on CANVAS.  
Teachers could either come those two days or take two days at their discretion and learn it themselves 
but they would be expected to put those days in.   In the future, those two extra days will be considered 
when the calendar is put together. 
 
Karisa then asked what the thoughts were on the contingency fund.  Byron’s stated that we have had a 
good contingency fund for the last few years but he has worked hard to get there.  He balanced the 
budget based on 115 units and we came in higher so that helped.  He would like to leave that decision to 
the Board.  If there is extra money, they need to determine if we should pay some out.  Just like this last 
year.  They gave a bonus to all staff.  He would like the latitude to be able to advise the Board and let 
them make the decision.  He is not willing to put wording in the Master Agreement. 
 
Karisa had one more item to discuss, the Advanced Rung.  She stated that teachers aren’t sure that what 
they are doing is what is needed.  They would like to be part of the process and have it be clear to 
everyone about how to get there.   There are concerns on the distinguished portion, what is leadership, 
and data growth.  They just want teachers to be know what is expected from the beginning of the year. 
Byron stated this his opinion is that teachers deserve that.  There is criteria and we need to be able to 
show we are doing what we can to get there and that we have continuous improvement.  He is not 



against having Monique and Karisa in on that discussion.  It will be done with the leadership team in the 
fall. No wording will be added though, it is a verbal agreement. 
 
There was some discussion on people who are in P3 qualifying to move to the advanced rung.  That is 
possible.  The FEA wanted clarification that those who qualify for a continuing contract for their fourth 
year will still get it.  Jamie stated that the law says yes.  Byron said he will verify that. Jamie then stated 
that those who will be frozen in RP3, may still qualify for a Professional Endorsement.  The law states 
what is needed to get that endorsement.  A rung, or cohort, on the salary schedule is not the actual 
endorsement.  Those people will also qualify for the Educational Bonus.  It was noted that the wording 
we wanted added to the Master Agreement to clarify that (the P1+) is no longer true so we should keep 
the original wording.  The FEA and District will just need to educate staff and explain that more clearly.  
We will also check if it is possible for someone to move backwards.  Byron stated the law won’t let you 
pay someone less than the previous year.  Jamie stated she did not believe anyone could be moved 
backwards from the Advanced Rung.  Once you hit a cohort you are there.   If someone does not meet 
criteria to move a cohort, they will be stuck there, but not backwards.  Jamie will also verify this. 
 
Summary of final agreement to be ratified: 
Salary schedule frozen except the first 3 cohorts to $40,000 
No one moves on schedule 
District will pick up insurance increase 
2 days will be added to teacher contracts.  They will be floating days this year.   Certified staff will be 
given an additional 2 personal days in exchange. 
Wording will be added to the Master Agreement regarding the Calendar Committee. 
 
A ratification meeting will be held tomorrow, May 20th at 1:00 p.m. 




